HI GUYS,

Welcome to another semester of Copy! I hope you all had a nice break and school isn't too terrible yet. Tonight went pretty well overall even though a lot of stories dropped very late and y'all had to stay after (especially Grace). Thanks for helping out!
THINGS I SAW

ABBREVIATIONS
Unless it’s something well-known (think NASA, STD, TCU, CMHC), we’re going to avoid abbreviations. I keep forgetting what FLI, which stands for Fearless Leadership Institute, was in this story, so it’s more effective to just repeat the full name or say “the institute.”

PEOPLE & THE DIRECTORY
There were still a few instances where the only link to a student was the directory. That’s fine if they’re a freshman or some type of graduate student, but otherwise, the directory frequently misclassifies people. Here’s an example of looking elsewhere to confirm someone’s year.

Students have found this sense of
Spretz: https://directory.utexas.

REWORDDING THINGS
There were a few awkward-sounding lines that were easy fixes. I’ll be honest, I usually pay more attention to fact-checking and making sure nothing is grammatically incorrect or spelled wrong, but changing the order of a few words really helps sometimes.

Despite myth entangling the pr
Despite the mythical origins entangling th

RANDOM
and UT fine arts alumna (MFA ‘87) Sydney
Just say, “painter and 1987 fine arts alumna.”
Note: MFA means Masters of Fine Arts.
GOOD CATCHES

- “Women of the Flatbed: A Retrospective”
- “Women of the Flatbed”
- Good job noticing and noting the extra “the” in every instance of the name.
- they could not come forward with English senior, major incorrect: directory, said some Asian
- a strong female, change to “as an influential woman” in
- cofounder, co-founder, Ka!
- a collaborator, for her and
- confirmed with author that he said 1864 and she mistyped, it said “Put up did some years ago such to get possession
- fly tour, tour women came to the secure the bag interest
- Institute, lowercase Institute, (scroll to Institute)
- Telling me exactly where to find an AP Style rule or other tidbit of information is really helpful!

SMALL MISSES

- three quarters of
  Should be three-quarters, hyphenated.
- crowd that which been lu
- ic adviser a
  Correct spelling. Was originally spelled “adviser,” which is not correct.
- Campus Climate Response Team: http://diversi
- the Campus Climate Response Team by st
  campus Climate Incident Online Report Form
- the 19th century sculptress
  Hyphenate 19th-century as a compound modifier.
- work towards cr
  Should be “toward” without ‘s.’
- The Cartoon Introduction to Climate Change
  Book titles should be in quotes.
- From 5 p.m. - 6 p.m. in
  Second one is correct.
HAVE AN AWESOME WEEK

DON'T FORGET

• All of you will receive individual feedback emails
• Orientation is this Friday at 6 p.m.
• There will be an afterparty
• Check the Slack channel for more updates